TRANSFORM TRAINING WHILE SAVING TIME, MONEY, AND RESOURCES

- Faster creation
- Higher retention
- Stronger workforce
IMPROVE AND INNOVATE TRAINING AND INDUCTIONS

A unique platform with virtual reality capabilities helping organisations increase productivity

- Create visually dynamic multimedia lessons in-house from scratch or from templates
- Purchase videos
- Reduce cost to train by up to 70%
- Publish quickly and securely to the cloud
- Stream high-definition videos
- Boost content retention by up to 60%
- Streamline training administration and reporting
- Build a comprehensive training library
- Achieve ongoing long-term financial savings and productivity
TRANSFORM TRAINING WITH INSPIRED LEARNING

Ensure all employees and workers are inducted and work ready upon site arrival, and trained to maintain skills & competencies.

Integrated with Damstra’s Workforce Management, Assets, Learning & Access Control
01 Create Effortlessly

- Produce professional video lessons in-house
- Upload content from anywhere – PDFs, PowerPoints, Word, or SCORM lessons
- Build, update, and share lessons instantly from scratch or from templates
- Purchase both custom-designed and ready-to-go eLearning courses
- Build a comprehensive library

02 Schedule Efficiently

- Automate scheduling of training based on rules, learning paths, and module learning success
- Easily organise trainee and group profiles
- Distribute up to date lessons
- Auto-schedule recurring lessons
- Manage high-volume training

03 Learn Anywhere

- Learn from anywhere and on the go on the mobile
- Experience dynamic multimedia with HD streaming
- 360 video, Virtual Reality
- Take quizzes, assessments and random questions to improve recall
- Highly interactive learning and auto-certification

04 Report Instantly

- Reporting dashboard
- View training statuses at a glance – Delivered, completed or outstanding
- Follow up on incomplete and overdue lessons
- Verify lesson completion using our Supervisor App
- View each user’s skills matrix
- Instant smart data for better decision making
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